This paper presents an algorithm to compute optical flow accurately at motion discontinuities and occlusion regions based on a robust estimator (the Least-Median-Squares estimator). The motion constraint equation and the 2-D affine motion model are used to compute the optical flow in a local neighbourhood. The use of the least-median-squares robust estimator enables points where optical flow cannot be computed to be rejected as outliers rather than assigning erroneous flow to such points. In addition, the use of an overlapping neighbourhood strategy eliminates the block-effects that are commonly faced in local differential methods for computing optical flow. The algorithm is also able to deal with cases of the local neighbourhood straddling regions of three motions. Results for both synthetic and real image sequences are presented.
Introduction
Optical flow is the dense velocity field in the image plane due to the projection of moving patterns in the perceived scene onto the image plane. These moving patterns arise because of the relative motion between moving objects in the scene and the observer. The moving patterns will appear as instantaneous changes in brightness values in the image. Optical flow has already found potential in many different applications, such as motion segmentation, object tracking, image compression, structure from motion and robot navigation.
Optical flow cannot be computed locally at a point in the image independent of neighbouring points since the flow at any single point has two motion components, whereas the instantaneous changes in the brightness at a point yields only one measurement. A number of different methods for computing optical flow have been proposed: those based on differential, correlation, energy, and phased-based techniques [1] . Methods based on the differential technique for computing optical flow can be classified into local and global methods. In local methods, optical flow is computed locally in a neighbourhood using some forms of regression minimisations, such as leastsquares minimisation [8] , weighted least-squares [1] , and the M-estimator [11] . In global methods, optical flow is computed based on global smoothness constraints by minimising a regularisation function defined over the entire image [7] . To overcome the problems faced in computing optical flow at motion discontinuities and occlusion regions, different approaches have been proposed. Heitz and Bouthemy [6] use both gradient-based and feature-based motion constraints based on Markov random fields. Schunck [13] uses clustering of local gradient-based constraints and surface-based smoothing. Odobez and Bouthemy [11] use an M-estimator based on an affine motion model of the gradient-based motion constraint equation.
In this paper, a local method for computing optical flow is adopted and the flow vectors have been computed using an affine model of the flow based on the motion constraint equation and least-median-squares regression. Overlapping neighbourhoods are used and each neighbourhood is allowed to be shifted from its nominal location by a few pixels to maximise the number of inliers that each of the neighbourhood can cover. The optimum motion parameters at a point is selected to be the parameters which corresponds to the smallest robust scale estimate of the model-fitting among all the overlapping neighbourhoods.
Points which are outliers to these overlapping neighbourhoods are rejected and no optical flow is computed. The use of overlapping neighbourhoods eliminates the block-effects commonly seen in local computation of the optical flow. The shifting of the neighbourhood to maximise the number of inliers also makes the motion estimates more robust when the neighbourhood straddles regions of three motions or when it straddles regions of two motions with equal numbers of supporting data points.
The organisation of this paper is as follows: Section 2 gives an introduction to the computation of optical flow and the regression method. Section 3 gives a detailed description of the algorithm employed in this paper and section 4 presents the results for both synthetic and real image sequences. Section 5 gives conclusions for the presented algorithm and some possible extensions to the current work.
Computation of optical flow
The local differential method computes the motion parameters of the optical flow by minimising the sum of the model errors using some means of statistical regression within a local neighbourhood in the image. The regression methods that have been used for computing optical flow include classical least-squares [8] , weighted least-squares [1] , and M-estimators [11] .
Regression methods
Regression methods are used to fit a model to given data. The classical linear model assumes a relationship of the form: Classical least-squares (LS) estimates the regression parameters by solving the following minimisation problem [4] :
The LS method achieves optimum results when the underlying error follows a Gaussian distribution. The method becomes unreliable when the error distribution is nonGaussian or if outliers (data with values far from the local trend) are present [12] . Thus, LS has a breakdown point of 0%, which means that algorithms that are based on LS cannot tolerate the presence of a single outlier.
The M-estimators estimate the regression parameters by solving [12] :
where ρ( estimator with a breakdown point of less than 1/(p+1) [9] , where p is the number of parameters in the regression model.
The least-median-squares (LMS) robust regression method estimates the regression parameters by solving the following non-linear minimisation problem [12] :
Thus, this estimator must yield the smallest value for the median of the squared residuals computed for the entire data set. The LMS method achieves a 50% breakdown point, which means that it can tolerate up to 50% of outliers in the data. The LMS only has a relative efficiency 1 of 0.637, and the time complexity is very high [12] . The relative efficiency of the LMS can be improved by combining it with a weighted least-squares step and the time complexity can be reduced by utilising a Monte-Carlo type speed-up technique. The LMS regression has recently been applied in surface reconstruction [14] and the recovery of unknown epipolar geometry [15] .
Description Of Algorithm

Least-Median-Squares (LMS) Motion Estimator
The computation of the optical flow is based on the motion constraint equation [7] :
where I t ( , ) x is the brightness function,
x , I t y ( , ) x and I t t ( , ) x are the partial derivatives of I t ( , ) x with respect to space and time at the point ( , )
x t ; u = ( , ) u v T is the flow vector with flow velocities, u and v, in both x and y directions, and x = ( , )
x y . The constraint equation models the interaction between the image velocities ( , ) u v and the image brightness I t ( , ) x .
The flow field, u, can be modelled by a 2-D polynomial motion model which may be a constant model, an affine model, or a quadratic model [11] . An affine motion model of the flow field is defined as:
1 Relative efficiency is defined as the ratio between the lowest achievable variance for the estimated parameters and the actual variance provided by the given regression method.
where
. The time dependency has been dropped for simplicity of notation where no confusion will arise. An affine motion model, which is a first order approximation of the motion field, has been shown to be sufficient to describe complex motions such as expansion, rotation and shear [3] . The affine motion model has been adopted by Bouthemy and Francois [2] , and Goh and Martin [5] for motion segmentation. Meyer and Bouthemy [10] have also employed this model for tracking regions in long image sequences.
Let the error (or residual) in modelling the motion field using an affine motion model at a point x be r(x), where :
The above equation can be rewritten as:
where a x ( ) ( , , , , , ) = I xI yI I xI yI
The motion parameters are computed by using the least-median-squares (LMS) robust regression method [12] , which minimises the median of the squared-residuals:
where x ∈ R , R being the neighbourhood for computing the optical flow.
Since it is impossible to write down a single formula for the LMS estimator, the algorithm is presented as follows.
Given a data set of n observations (i.e. n points in the neighbourhood), the algorithm repeatedly draws m sub-samples each of p different observations from the data set using a Monte-Carlo type technique, where p is the number of parameters in the model (p = 6 for the affine motion model). For each sub-sample, indexed by J, the corresponding parameters (denoted by $ Θ J ) are estimated from the p observations. In addition, the median of the squared residuals, denoted by M J , with respect to the entire data set is also determined, where:
The LMS solution is the $ Θ for which the corresponding M J is the minimum among all the m different M J s. Although the maximum number of sub-samples that can be chosen is C p n in order to get a globally optimum solution, it is computationally infeasible when n and p are large. In such cases, m can be chosen such that the probability that at least one of the m sub-samples will consist of p good observations is almost 1. The probability that at least one of the m sub-samples consist of p good observations is given by:
where ε is the fraction of outliers that may be present in the data.
Since the LMS relative efficiency is poor in the presence of Gaussian noise, a single-step weighted least-squares procedure is performed based on the estimates of the LMS step. First, an initial scale estimate is computed by:
where the factor 1.4826 is introduced for consistent estimation of σ 0 in the presence of Gaussian noise, and the term 5/(n-p) is introduced as a finite sample correction to improve the estimate when the sample size is small [12] . The initial scale estimate is used to determine an initial weight w( ) x for each of the n observations, where:
( , $ ) / . 
These initial weights are then used to compute the final robust scale estimate :
The final weights are computed using equation (13) 
Implementation Strategy
The above-mentioned LMS motion estimator is used to compute the optical flow in each local neighbourhood from 2 successive frames of images. P is chosen to be 0.95, and ε is 0.5 such that a 50% of outliers can be tolerated in the data set. For an affine model, p = 6, and hence the minimum number of sub-samples required is 191 in order to satisfy equation (11) . Each sub-sample of 6 points is chosen as follows:
(1) Pick a point randomly in order to centre a window for picking the 6 points.
(2) Open a window of s by s pixels (6x6 is used throughout the experiments) with respect to the point initially picked and then randomly pick 6 points from within the window to compute the affine motion parameters. The 6 points chosen must have spatial-temporal gradient whose magnitudes are in the top three-quarter of the region.
Note that for each sub-sample, 6 points are randomly picked from a smaller support region rather than from the entire neighbourhood because it is believed that the points for computing the optical flow should be close together, yet from a large enough area to tolerate the presence of outliers such that there is a higher chance of obtaining a subsample which contains only good points. In addition, points with higher gradient magnitudes are used because points with zero or low gradient magnitudes do not convey motion information. The partial derivatives are computed by first differences in a 2x2 spatial neighbourhood and temporally over two frames as in Horn and Schunck [7] .
The neighbourhoods are derived by dividing the image into overlapping blocks, each block overlapping its immediate neighbours by a certain amount (at least 50%). The overlapping neighbourhood strategy eliminates the block-effects commonly faced in local methods for computing the optical flow. The block-effects prevents accurate estimation of the flow around the boundary regions of the moving objects.
The motion parameters are also computed for each block shifted from its nominal location by half of the distance between adjacent neighbourhoods in both x and y directions. The final motion parameters for each block is the parameters which contains the maximum number of inliers. This step will prevent inaccurate parameter estimates when the block straddles regions containing three motions and none of the motions make up 50% of the points in the block. This effect can be seen in Figure 1 where the original neighbourhood location encounters such a situation and the shifted neighbourhood location causes more than 50% of the points in the neighbourhood to correspond to the motion on the right sphere and hence solves the ambiguous problem. In addition, this step also prevents inaccurate parameter estimates when the block straddles regions containing 2 motions with the same numbers of supporting points for each motion.
Figure 1: Effect of shifting the location of the neighbourhood for computing the optical flow
With the overlapping neighbourhood strategy, each point in the image may have no associated motion parameters when it is considered as an outlier to all the overlapping blocks (this is a point where optical flow cannot be computed, normally corresponding to regions of occlusion), or it may have more than one set of estimated motion parameters. The motion parameters corresponding to the smallest robust scale estimate will then be assigned to each point. These motion parameters are used to compute the flow velocities. Figure 2 (a) shows the first frame of the computer-generated spheres sequence (Each frame of the sequence is 128x128 pixels). The spheres and the background are textured by adding sinusoidally-varying greyscale of different frequencies. The left sphere is translating to the left, and the right sphere is diverging outwards. Only two frames are used for computing the optical flow, and no smoothing is performed prior to computing the flow. Figure 2(b) shows the needle diagram (sub-sampled at an interval of 8 pixels) of the optical flow computed using the LMS motion estimator. An 8x8 pixel local neighbourhood is used to compute the optical flow, and the neighbourhood is allowed a maximum movement of 2 pixels in both x and y directions. Each of the local neighbourhood overlaps its neighbours by 50%. Figure 2(c) shows the confidence image of the optical flow computed using the LMS motion estimator. A greyscale of zero (black) indicates that no optical flow can be computed. It can be seen in Figure  2 (b) that the flow has been computed accurately at the motion boundaries of the two occluding spheres, while Figure 2(c) shows that the motion discontinuities and occlusion regions (points in black) have been successively isolated. Note that at the top and bottom of the regions where the right sphere occludes the left sphere, the local neighbourhood for computing the optical flow encounters the situations where it straddles three types of motions (one translating to the left, one diverging, and one stationary). However, the algorithm has successfully computed the flow for such regions. For comparison, the optical flow computed using the least-squares (LS) motion estimator over 8x8 pixel non-overlapping neighbourhoods is shown in Figure 2 (d) (this needle diagram is shown at the same scale as the needle diagram for the optical flow computed using the LMS estimator). It is obvious that errors have occurred at the motion boundaries of the spheres. Figure 2 (e) shows the magnitude (represented as greyscale) of the flow computed using the LMS motion estimator (This image has been pre-processed with histogram-stretching to provide better visual effects). It can be seen that block-effects, commonly faced in local methods for computing the optical flow, has been eliminated. Figure 2(f) shows the corresponding magnitude (represented as greyscale) of the flow computed using the LS motion estimator (This image has also been histogram-stretched). The block-effects can be distinctly observed. 
Results
Synthetic Images
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Real Images
The first frame of the real image sequence (rubic-cube sequence) used in this experiment is shown in Figure 3(a) . Each frame of the sequence is 256x240 pixels. Unless specified, no smoothing is performed on the images prior to the computation of the optical flow. Figure 3(b) shows the needle diagram of the optical flow (sub-sampled at an interval of 8 pixels) using the LMS motion estimator. A local neighbourhood of 16x16 pixels is used to compute the optical flow, and the neighbourhood is allowed a maximum shift of 4 pixels in both x and y directions. Each local neighbourhood overlaps its neighbours by 50%. It can be seen from Figure 3 (b) that reasonable qualitative estimation of the optical flow has been obtained on the rotating cube and the side of the turntable. However, some motion vectors have occurred in the stationary background. This is because this image sequence is very noisy, whereas the motion constraint equation is inherently sensitive to noise. Figure 3(c) shows the confidence image of the LMS motion estimator. Points with greyscale of zero (black) indicates that the optical flow cannot be computed. Note that the white surface of the turntable has been represented by black region in the confidence image. This is due to the greyscale of this region being constant, causing the moment matrix for computing the optical flow to become singular. Hence, the numerical computations breaks down when trying to compute the motion parameters. For comparison, the needle diagram of the optical flow computed using the LS motion estimator (with non-overlapping 16x16 pixel local neighbourhood) is shown in Figure 3(d) . This needle diagram is shown at the same scale as the needle diagram for the LMS estimator. Although not distinctly noticeable in the needle diagram at this scale, non-zero motion vectors have also occurred in the stationary background. The background motion vectors that have occurred using the LS motion estimator is smaller in magnitude compared to that computed using the LMS motion estimator. This is because the LS has a higher relative efficiency in terms of Gaussian noise compared to the LMS. To drastically reduce or even eliminate the motion vectors in the stationary background, smoothing can be performed on the images prior to computing the optical flow (as used by Barron et. al. [1] and Schunck [13] ). Figure 3(e) shows the needle diagram of the optical flow computed using the Lucas and Kanade method [1] without any pre-smoothing of the images before computation of the flow and also without any thresholding based on the eigenvalues of the moment matrix, while Figure 3(f) shows the corresponding needle diagram with spatial-temporal presmoothing over 15 frames using standard deviation of 1.5 and threshold of 1.0 as recommended in [1] . The modified Lucas and Kanade method [1] produces optical flow very similar to that shown in Figure 3 (e) and 3(f) except that the motion vectors are more sparse. Finally, Figure 3 (g) shows the needle diagram of the flow computed using the LMS motion estimator with 11x11 pixel Gaussian pre-smoothing (using standard deviation of 1.0) over 2 frames. The result compares favourably with that of Lucas and Kanade method. 
Conclusions
This paper has presented an algorithm to compute optical flow accurately in regions of motion discontinuities and occlusion. The algorithm is based on the application of a least-median-squares robust estimator to compute the optical flow using It has shown that block-effects commonly faced in local differential methods for computing the optical flow can be eliminated using the proposed approach. This property makes it suitable as an efficient preliminary motion estimation step for motion segmentation. In addition, optical flow can also be computed accurately from any regions containing three motions as long as the shifting of the block is able to enable one of the motions to have a supporting region of at least 50% of the block's size. The major shortcoming of the algorithm is the high computational cost (The current algorithm takes about an hour to process a 128x128 pixel image sequence on a Sparc-10 workstation whereas both the Lucas and Kanade method and the Least-Squares method take less than 5 minutes). However, this is not a problem because the algorithm can be implemented easily on parallel processors.
There are a number of ways to improve the present algorithm. The first consideration is to implement the algorithm in a multiresolution scheme such that optical flow can be computed for objects with large motions. In addition, the inherent properties of the algorithm makes it suitable for extension into an efficient motion segmentation scheme. Work along these lines is currently in progress.
